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omaha world-herald sunrise edition
Every once in a while, Lady Luck lays her hand on your shoulder and serves up an unexpected success. Such was
the case for me on a recent aoudad hunt in New Mexico with my good friend Jesse Duebel,

living with coyotes managing predators
Learn what makes white-tailed deer unique among deer species, including their influence on ecosystems, how
high they can jump, why they swim, and more

free range aoudad offer challenging hunt
The Idaho Legislature passed a bill on Tuesday that—if approved by Gov. Brad Little—will allow hunters and
private contractors to kill an unlimited number of wolves using any method they

15 wonderful white-tailed deer facts
In most cases, the mother deer is often just out of sight, waiting for you to leave so she can tend to her young.
Rabbits, birds and many other wild animals have a similar plan for survival, with the

fast-tracked ‘wolf disposal’ bill heads to governor’s desk
Health Minister Vladimír Lengvarský revealed some of his pandemic management plans for the near future during
his press briefing: the requirement for a negative antigen test that effectively keeps

keep wildlife wild, leave ‘orphans’ alone
Chris Blowes, 32, reckons a leg for a tooth is a 'fair swap' - and six years after being attacked by a monster great
white shark the South Australian government finally agrees.

news digest: mass testing may be over before the summer
It’s time to get to know the neighbors a bit better. No, not those neighbors — the wild creatures that swim the
waters, run the shoreline and soar above Smith

tradie who lost a leg in great white shark attack wins 'stupid' six-year legal battle to keep tooth the
man-eater left embedded in him
The move could partially undo decades of efforts—which have cost taxpayers tens of millions—to recover wolves
in the region.

go wild at smith mountain lake
Trina Jo Bradley knows what it means to run a ranch in grizzly bear country. She lives along the Rocky Mountain
Front, where being on a landscape with the apex predators feels like a thorn in her side

idaho bill aims to kill up to 90 percent of state’s wolves
The world's first national park is constantly changing. How we understand and respond to recent events putting
species under stress will determine the

future of the grizzly: debate over montana grizzly bear management carries on
A scathing report lays bare decades of cost-cutting on our southern-most island, with a historic Coastwatchers hut
falling victim to neglect.

yellowstone's wildlife in transition
The sight of mule deer bounding across the foothills of the jagged Pintlers can enchant human witnesses. But an
urbanized mule deer in Anaconda resembles a large, mangy, doe-eyed dog.

islands of the lost heritage
Eight years in the making, the dataset includes some 21,000 interactions between 942 species, all thoroughly
annotated. The detailed description, published in the journal Scientific Data, is a boon

urban wildlife: problems arise with rising number of local deer, geese
American wild horses are native species wildlife and are an important natural and cultural resource. Native
species American wild horses are keystone herbivores on the American landscape and whose

most detailed look at kelp forests finds unseen parasites dominate species interactions
Sodom apple weed Any seasoned farmer knows that crop interferences brought about by plant pests, diseases and
weeds can wipe out their hard work and ca

opinion: making a mockery of our wild horse protection law
The pack of four, possibly five, T. rexes likely died in a seasonal flood after a slow-burn fire between 66 and 100
million years ago, scientists say.

step by step guide on disease, weeds and pest control
Aoudad are native to North Africa. They survive where other species can’t, in some of the roughest, rockiest,
harshest environments on our planet.

'the tipping point': first t. rex mass death site in southern us, found in utah, strengthens evidence of
pack behavior
BLM scientists have discovered a pack of Tyrannosaurus rexes in southern Utah, which shatters previously-held
ideas that T. rexes were lone wolves.

driftwood outdoors: free range aoudad offer challenging hunt
Tom Kuka has been ranching on the Blackfeet Reservation for nearly 30 years. His ranch is about 20 miles east of
the Rocky Mountain Front, where

research finds pack-like behavior among t. rexes in southern utah national monument
The discovery of several tyrannosaurs that apparently died together on Utah’s Kaiparowits Plateau, inside the
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, provides compelling evidence that the

why a montana bill making it easier to kill grizzly bears could backfire
The National Park Service wants to extend leases for ranchers and reduce the size of the seashore’s elk herd by
killing animals. The state Coastal Commission is set to weigh in Thursday.

dino-mite utah discovery bolsters theory that t. rexes, like lions, hunted in packs
For those familiar with the conservation landscape in southern Africa, the significance of Barbara Creecy’s
announcement needs little explanation. But for those who aren’t, suffice it to say there are

federal plan for point reyes seashore ranches, elk herds nears key state vote
Oregon’s wolf population grew by almost 10% during 2020, and 20 of the state’s 22 wolf packs live in the
northeast corner of the state.

conservation’s mariana trench: report on wildlife trade a seminal moment in south africa’s history
If signed, the law would boost funding for independent contractors to kill wolves and would allow for more than
90 percent of the population in the state to be taken by hunters.

oregon wolf population up almost 10% in 2020
Oregon’s wolf population grew almost 10% during 2020, and 20 of the state’s 22 wolf packs live in the northeast
corner of the state.

bill to greatly expand wolf hunting in idaho heads to governor
A colony of 31 cats living at a property on Putney Road was trapped, spayed or neutered, and given vaccinations if
needed.

oregon's wolf population on the rise
Even the mention of parasites can be enough to make some people's skin crawl. But to recent doctoral graduate
these creepy critters occupy important ecological niches, fulfilling roles that, in her

colony of cats trapped, neutered and released
As a consummate hedonist Les McKeown ought to have been in his element as the lead singer of the Bay City
Rollers. In the mid-1970s “Rollermania” seemed unstoppable and as the band’s teenage

parasites and kelp forests
How did fossil fuel companies get away with deceiving the public for so long about climate change, and how their
products contribute to it?

les mckeown obituary
Wisconsin Naturalist Bill Volkert said they've been known to travel a quarter-mile through cities to reach ponds
and rivers.

a long record of lies on climate change
Many of Colorado’s state wildlife officials seem anchored in traditionalist wildlife values: they believe animals
should be used for human benefit and managed for human use.

it happens every spring: fond du lac ducks go down the drain and firefighters dive to the rescue
A suite of significant Jobs for Nature projects will boost conservation efforts and create jobs across the southern
South Island, Acting Minister

guest opinion: by soleil gaylord: a voice for watchable wildlife
This unprecedented volume presents a sweeping picture of what we know about the natural history, biology, and
ecology of whales in the broad context of the

jobs for nature to boost employment in south
A Developmental Services of Northwest Kansas employee reads a book to one of the agency's clients. Individuals
with developmental disabilities in Kansas are waiting as long as 10 years to receive

whales, whaling, and ocean ecosystems
Interviews with 17 people tell the story of an ambitious, shape-shifting politician and winery owner, now accused
by seven women of sexual assault.

disabled hays woman waits decade for services; kansas wait list over 4,500
Midway through his rally in Battle Creek, Michigan, this week, President Donald Trump's trademark
vindictiveness bumped up against the limits of decency as he began to disparage a dead man.

disgraced windsor mayor dominic foppoli now an outcast in his hometown after sexual assault
allegations
Aoudad, which are actually Barbary sheep, are native to North Africa. They survive where other species can't, in
some of the roughest, rockiest and harshest environments on our planet. Much like West

president trump's mean streak spares no one - living or dead
Roche Press Conference | : Butler Press Conference | : College Highlights | : Pick Announcement The Steelers
selected linebacker Quincy Roche in the sixth round of the 2021 NFL Draft, the 216th

driftwood outdoors: aoudad offer challenging hunt in new mexico
Playoff talk is rightfully the No. 1 conversation in the NHL these days. But there are at least a dozen other issues
in the NHL that are bubbling below the surface: Lightning still have cap issues:

steelers select roche in the sixth round
A suite of significant Jobs for Nature projects will boost conservation efforts and create jobs across the southern
South Island, Acting Minister for Conservation Dr Ayesha Verrall announced from Te

a dozen storylines to consider beyond the nhl playoffs
It takes slant-heeled boots and a strong jaw to campaign in West Texas; a Ph.D. probably doesn’t help.

jobs for nature to boost employment in the south
Under Colorado law, one of the 11 voting members on the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Commission must be a
member of a nonprofit organization

dustin’ off the stetson
Marin Independent Journal A major controversy brewing for nearly a decade at the Point Reyes National Seashore
is coming to a head this week. A National Park Service proposal

soleil gaylord: cpw commission needs balance
The Warren Buffett diet is not doctor-recommended, but as the Omaha billionaire turns 90 he shows little sign of
slowing down at Berkshire Hathaway. James Shanahan, an analyst who rates Berkshire
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